85% of data projects never reach production*
Why? Because companies face 3 main challenges:
Leverage a Large Technological Ecosystem
The ever-changing data landscape may be confusing and complexifies
any technological choice as it offers countless frameworks that are hard

Business

IT

to integrate and maintain. Saagie DataOps Orchestrator:
•

Data

allows you to integrate the best-in-class commercial and open
source data technologies to seamlessly fit within existing workflows
via Docker and Kubernetes;

•

adapts to you infrastructure: multi-cloud or on premise.

Accelerate Delivery with Process Automation

Most initiatives are handcrafted as companies tend to overlook processes. Saagie accelerates and allows you to
scale the build and run of AI apps by automating workflows:
•

The pipeline allows users to order their data processing operations by sequencing Data Scientists, Engineers
and coders’ work;

•

The IT team gets a clearer vision of the project and the possibility to intervene at any step of the data lifecycle
through notifications and APIs.

Bring Alignment and Collaboration Among Teams
IT, data and business teams often find themselves working in silos.
Saagie brings:
•

Collaboration and consistency between stakeholders by providing an
agile and easy to access environment to allow them to work together;

•

A global project view to assemble teams and allow them to work with
their favorite technologies.

Why Choose Saagie DataOps Orchestrator?

From POC to Prod

Industrialisation

Autonomy

Starting from scratch, get your
projects into production in less
than 10 weeks

3 times more use cases are
addressed in parallel by data
practitioners with Saagie

Reduce technology lock-in by
choosing your technologies and
deployment options

www.saagie.com

*Gartner

Saagie DataOps Orchestrator
Orchestrate Your Favorite Technologies, Whatever The Deployment

Reveal The True Business Value of Your Data

Customer 360

Churn Detection

Fraud Detection

Supply Chain
Optimization

Customize Projects while Keeping Control
Saagie mainly relies on a smooth integration of open source
components to handle DataOps throughout the entire data
life cycle:
Projects: Manage data projects as a whole, from granting
access to monitoring resources.
Governance: Gain and give access to datasets to the right
people while being compliant with the latest regulations.

They trust us

www.saagie.com

Predictive
Maintenance

